Members of the Peshmerga’s Zeravani Force advance toward the front in a convoy 14 August 2016 near the Mosul Dam in Iraq. (Photo courtesy
of Ministry of Peshmerga Affairs)

Tactics, Techniques,
and Procedures of the
Islamic State
Lessons for U.S. Forces
Matthew F. Cancian

T

rucks packed with explosives and guided by
sacrificial drivers, fields of simple improvised
explosive devices (IEDs), and chlorine gas: these
tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTP) are familiar to
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those who have studied or participated in the American
counterinsurgency campaigns in Iraq and Afghanistan
(collectively, the “9/11 Wars”). Now, however, they are
being adapted and practiced on a massive scale along the
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seven-hundred-kilometer-long front line between the
Kurdish Peshmerga and the Islamic State (IS).
The advancement of TTP used by IS indicates that
it is a learning organization that has studied and incorporated lessons from the experience of other insurgents
who have fought against the United States. Like any
military, IS members are eager to learn from the experiences of others. In response, learning about IS’s TTP is
essential for U.S. forces if we are going to win the current
fight, as others writing for Military Review have exhorted
us to do.1 Just as IS has learned from previous nonstate
armed groups, other groups can learn and adapt from
its TTP. Consequently, U.S. operators would do well to
learn about IS’s TTP and adapt accordingly for our next
confrontation with nonstate armed groups.
I had the opportunity to visit the Kurdistan Region
to conduct research three times in 2015 and 2016,
staying a few weeks each time. On each occasion, I
was able to speak with senior security officials in the
Kurdistan Regional Government to gain the perspective of strategic military leaders on the threats they
faced before I traveled to the front. On two of the occasions, I visited one unit west of Kirkuk, commanded
by Dr. Kemal Kirkuki, and I was thus able to observe
some progress on that front. On my last trip, in the
summer of 2016, I stayed with the elite Zeravani commando battalion near the Mosul Dam. The Kurds have
a keen sense of hospitality, and they were willing for
me stay in their patrol bases, discuss their experiences,
and observe them on the front.2
This article, based on that field research, aims to
begin a more rigorous analysis than what is available
from media reports. Previous articles on defeating
Islamic jihadism, such as Allen B. West’s “The Future
of Warfare against Islamic Jihadism: Engaging and
Defeating Nonstate, Nonuniformed, Unlawful Enemy
Combatants,” have focused on strategic imperatives; this
article primarily focuses on the tactical level.3 It investigates the principal TTP in IS’s conflict in Northern Iraq
and makes several recommendations on countering
specific TTP for future U.S. commanders who will fight
in the Middle East against IS or any group that will have
learned from IS. It concludes that the United States
should establish a combined lessons-learned team with
the Peshmerga to systematically investigate the TTP of
IS, the effectiveness of Kurdish responses to them, and
how U.S. forces might best respond in future conflicts.
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Learning among Militaries
The literature on learning among militaries indicates
they tend to learn more during wartime, and that learning is quicker in response to strategic exigencies rather
than in response to organizational factors.4 Being a group
at war, with many strategic pressures, IS fits the bill of an
organization likely to be highly adaptable. The forerunner of IS, al-Qaida in Iraq (AQI), was nearly extinguished after the Sunni Awakening and the U.S. surge in
2006, which subjected remaining al-Qaida members to
high pressure to innovate or be eliminated. The lessons it
learned from al-Qaida, combined with the free availability of information about the TTP of other insurgents on
the Internet, meant that IS possessed the means and the
motivation to adopt new TTP.
Militaries can generate new ideas within themselves, or they can borrow ideas from other organizations. As an example of the latter, Frank Hoffman has
written about the learning process for U.S. submarine
action in the Pacific, where U.S. “wolf pack” tactics
were copied from their use by the Germans in the
Atlantic and implemented through an initially topdown process in the U.S. Navy.5 While many members
of IS were members of AQI, they adopted TTP from
other insurgent groups, in a manner similar to how
U.S. submariners in the Pacific learned from the experiences of the German U-boats.
Many aspects of IS are opaque to outsiders.
Generally, IS seems to have a decentralized command
structure where tactical learning is left to the discretion
of local emirs who draw
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firepower similar to the old Iraqi army, there are many
differences in terms of intelligence collection, force
ratios, and guerrilla tactics.6
As a result, IS’s TTP should be viewed as an eclectic
mix of learned TTP that mostly draw from those used
by insurgents during the 9/11 Wars, rather than as an
evolution of Baathist military TTP. This conclusion is
logical, given the high numbers of IS fighters who participated in the campaigns against the United States in Iraq
and Afghanistan, and the similarity of IS’s TTP to those
employed by other anti-American insurgents.

Improvised Explosive Devices:
Quantity Has a Quality if Its Own
The rise of IED use in the insurgencies in Iraq and
Afghanistan is well known. From primitive beginnings
using widely available military-grade explosives, IED
usage evolved over the course of the 9/11 Wars to include
a variety of sophisticated triggering mechanisms and
employment strategies. The result was that IED attacks
caused roughly half of the total U.S. casualties during these
wars.7 The evolution of IED tactics over the course of the
war was an excellent example of the interactive nature
of Carl von Clausewitz’s conception of war (Zweikampf,
or a duel).8 When insurgents employed cell phones and
radios to remotely detonate IEDs, the coalition developed
sophisticated methods of electronic jamming. When the
coalition employed mine rollers to detonate pressure-plate
IEDs in front of the vehicles, insurgents began to offset the
charge from the triggering device (or to delay detonation)
to ensure that the detonation would still damage vehicles.
For all of the asymmetry in resources between America
and the insurgents, the simple fact is that while we could
mitigate the IED threat, it remained the most effective
single technique that insurgents could employ.9 The effectiveness of IEDs against U.S. forces meant that they were a
highly visible technique for IS to borrow.
Today in Iraq, IS tends to employ large numbers of
small, unsophisticated, victim-initiated IEDs made with
homemade explosives in order to limit the mobility of
the Peshmerga forces and to raise the strategic costs of
offensive action. Devices tend to have a small amount of
explosives in the main charge, sufficient only to wound or
kill a single combatant on foot. IS’s IEDs tend not to be
daisy-chained together; there is only one main charge for
each triggering mechanism. The low-charge, victim-initiated devices are also employed in choke points such as
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doors and in conjunction with items that the Peshmerga
will be tempted to tamper with, reminiscent of the booby
traps used by the Viet Cong during the Vietnam War.10
Over the course of the war, the Kurdish Peshmerga engineering team has defused over eleven thousand IEDs.11
It should be borne in mind that this is a specialized unit,
and the number does not account for all of the IEDs
recovered by the maneuver units of the Peshmerga. Some
of these IEDs are arranged in dense fields organized along
expected axes of advance for any Peshmerga offensive;
over twenty tons of IEDs were recovered during a recent
offensive in the village of Bashir in southern Kirkuk.12
To avoid these IED fields, the Peshmerga try to
launch attacks on IS strong points from unexpected
locations that are less likely to be mined. The wide-open
terrain and long length of the front line mean that it is
impossible for both sides to constantly surveil the entire
front. While this causes problems for the Peshmerga
when IS launches infiltration attacks, it also seems to
allow the Peshmerga to advance on IS’s fortified towns
from unexpected directions. This is an important lesson
for the future for tactical decision makers; attacking
from an unexpected and unobserved direction is even
more important in an IED dense environment.
Conventional militaries emphasize the need for
observation of minefields, coordinating the use of direct
and indirect fires onto a minefield to prevent the enemy
from demining the area. In contrast, IS tends to have a
“throw it out and see if it sticks” approach to the employment of IEDs. Some IED fields are positioned so they will
impede the Peshmerga and fix them inside a kill zone, but
many more are employed where IS could not reasonably
expect to observe them. This lack of tactical sophistication
means that for the volume of effort IS fighters put into
their IEDs, they accrue relatively little tactical advantage.
Nevertheless, this strategy is logical given that conflict is
between two more or less conventional forces that both
hold territory. In this context, it makes little sense to tie
up personnel watching and eventually triggering complex
command-detonated IEDs. In the case of a conventional
attack by the Peshmerga, IS needs all available personnel
employing small-arms and crew-served weapons to fight.
Tying up manpower by observing command-detonated
IEDs is simply not feasible for IS.
By contrast, insurgents fighting the United States
during the 9/11 Wars could afford to spend their manpower watching large, command-detonated IEDs, waiting
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for an American to get close, because they did not have to
spend manpower holding ground in a conventional fight
at the same time. More complicated main charges, such
as explosively formed projectiles, are similarly unnecessary given how uncommon armored vehicles are in the
Peshmerga. Complicated anti–explosive-ordnance-disposal (anti–EOD) techniques, such as rigging IEDs to trigger when tampered with, were also not reported. These
TTP might be used by IS, particularly in other areas of
operation where IS functions more as an insurgency and
a terrorist group than as a conventional military, but they
were not prevalent in any of the areas I visited.
IS employs IEDs to reduce the tempo of the
Peshmerga’s operations by forcing the Peshmerga to
sweep for IEDs and by inflicting casualties that increase
the strategic costs of operations. At the beginning of the
war, the Peshmerga possessed almost no capability to
deal with IEDs on this scale. Today, there are specialized engineering detachments; knowledge of IEDs
and the TTP required to defeat them have spread via
word of mouth and formal training, held by either the
Peshmerga itself or by coalition partners. Some units
that I visited, however, still did not even have metal detectors, despite the units having led offensive operations
MILITARY REVIEW
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Peshmerga forces assemble prior to an assault 14 August 2016 near
Kirkuk, Iraq. (Photo courtesy of Ministry of Peshmerga Affairs)

against IS. Even with proper equipment against simple
IEDs, no IED detection and removal effort will have
a 100 percent success rate. Thus, the IEDs have two
chances to inflict damage—first, on the maneuver unit,
and second, on the EOD unit clearing IEDs.
Rather than increasing the probability of success or
the number of casualties per device, IS bets on simply
increasing the number of devices in the hope that some
will be undetected and triggered, and that of those that
are detected, some will still inflict casualties. Even if there
is only a 0.1 percent chance that an EOD unit will trigger
a simple device when defusing it, eventually a Peshmerga
EOD unit will be unlucky and hit that 0.1 percent, thereby
reducing a highly skilled and much needed asset. While
this strategy does not have decisive tactical effects, it does
slow down operations and inflict casualties.
These TTP have many similarities to Taliban TTP in
Helmand Province, Afghanistan. In Sangin, Afghanistan,
the Taliban invested significant resources into putting out
a high volume of relatively unsophisticated antipersonnel
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IEDs. This tactic was successful in limiting the operational mobility of British forces, who were effectively
hemmed in to the district center by IEDs. When marines
took over in 2010, operational mobility was restored only
at the cost of significant casualties.13
Similar to the current use of IEDs by IS, operations
that would have enhanced friendly control of the area
were impeded by the knowledge that any effort would
have to navigate a mine field. Strategically, it is hard to
say what the specific impact of the marine casualties in
Helmand was, but it is generally agreed that democracies
are less likely to continue wars in the face of casualties.14
Again, it is unclear exactly how IS came to adopt the
tactics of mass IEDs; however, given the links of IS to
Afghanistan and the similarity to TTP employed there, it
is reasonable to assume that IS did not reinvent this tactic
but rather adopted it from the Taliban’s experience.15
It is similarly reasonable to assume that future enemies
will have learned from IS experiences. U.S. forces in the
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future must be trained and prepared to deal with IEDs in
all forms, and in particular with the way that IS employs
them; developing a joint doctrine on countering IEDs will
be essential, as has been argued elsewhere.16

Suicide Vehicle-Borne Improvised
Explosive Devices
Up-armored with rusted metal plates and grills, the
trucks that IS launches against the Peshmerga look like
they belong more to a Mad Max movie than to the supposed technologically dominated battlefield of the twenty-first century. Yet, up-armored, “suicide vehicle-borne
IEDs” (car or truck bombs whose drivers expect to die
in the explosion, known as SVBIEDs) play an important
role as IS’s analog to the precision-guided cruise missile;
they provide IS with the ability to (somewhat) accurately
target enemy positions with high explosives, using an
expendable human as their targeting hardware instead
of sophisticated silicon chips. Any heavy vehicle can be
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used as a base on which to build. Some SVBIEDs are
based on high-mobility multipurpose wheeled vehicles
or mine-resistant ambush-protected vehicles that were
captured from the Iraqi Army; others are based on
civilian vehicles ranging from pickup trucks to dump
trucks. Almost all SVBIEDs are equipped with improvised armor to improve their survivability until they
reach their target. This armor is mainly sheets of metal
attached to the vehicle to protect it from small-arms
and medium machine-gun fire, while grills are hung
at a distance from the body of the vehicle in order
to prematurely detonate rocket-propelled grenades.
Most SVBIEDs also have a narrower field of view than
normal for the driver, which is a trade-off that attempts
to mitigate this weak point in the armor shielding.
Additionally, the windshield is normally replaced by
bullet-resistant glass to further protect the driver.
The size and maneuverability of IS’s SVBIEDs have
varied as the Peshmerga TTP have evolved. The
MILITARY REVIEW
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Kurdish Peshmerga forces observe Islamic State positions 29 May 2016
near Kirkuk, Iraq. (Photo courtesy of Ministry of Peshmerga Affairs)

Peshmerga in the Mosul Dam area reported that
SVBIEDs gradually grew in size, culminating in a few
attacks by dump trucks that had been up-armored and
packed with homemade explosives. However, the vehicles
were so cumbersome and slow that a simple response was
suggested: get out of the way! These monstrous SVBIEDs
had gone so far to the extreme of survivability and lethality that they had sacrificed almost all of their maneuverability. The Peshmerga could simply relocate to areas that
were inaccessible to wheeled SVBIEDs. Moreover, when
SVBIEDs got caught on an obstacle or terrain feature,
they would detonate themselves, usually far enough from
any Peshmerga forces to prevent any harm to them.
Additionally, the French-made MILAN antitank missile began to appear in the Peshmerga’s arsenal, courtesy
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of the German armed forces. MILAN missiles are now
IS’s TTP are therefore reliant on methods that do not
prized commodities among the Peshmerga as they can
expose their knowledgeable cadre to danger.
defeat any of IS’s improvised armor. However, there are
We should expect our future enemies to have learned
currently only sixty launchers for almost seven hundred
from the TTP that IS currently employs. During the 9/11
kilometers of front line. Even with very strategic placeWars, U.S. troops adapted to this threat by hardening
ment along IS’s likely axes of advance, there are simply not bases with Hesco barriers, employing serpentine obstaenough MILANs to
cles at the entrances, and
adequately protect the
training service members
17
Peshmerga.
to identify and neutralize
The next iteration
potential SVBIEDs before
of the Clausewitzean
they could get close enough
Zweikampf has been
to patrols to do damage.
for IS to deploy several
Al-Qaida then attempted
up-armored pickup
to use dump trucks full of
trucks in place of one
explosives against marines
massive SVBIED. This
to counter coalition secugenerates more targets
rity measures, prefiguring
than the overstretched
later IS tactics.19
The Islamic State uses trucks such as the one shown above, captured
IS’s experience in
MILAN gunners can
near Kirkuk, Iraq, in 2015, as vehicle-borne improvised explosive devicusing
up-armored
handle, with a maneues driven by suicide bombers. The vehicles are fitted with improvised
SVBIEDs to resist small
verability that means
armor to protect the trucks and their drivers until detonation. Note the
grills intended to defeat rocket-propelled grenades. (Photo courtesy of
arms will need to be
the Peshmerga cannot
Ministry
of
Peshmerga
Affairs)
considered. I predict
avoid them.
that, at some point in
IS’s ability to intethe next decade, U.S. service members will be killed
grate SVBIEDs with conventional attacks has been very
inconsistent. IS units frequently launch SVBIEDs without by an up-armored SVBIED that cannot be stopped
with small arms. Much has been made of the fact
any sort of follow-on action, even in sectors where they
that the guards of the Marine Corps barracks who
had previously displayed enough tactical sophistication
were attacked 23 October 1983 in Beirut, Lebanon,
to link direct-fire attacks with SVBIEDs. In its capture of
did not have ammunition in their weapons to stop
Ramadi, for example, IS integrated the use of bulldozers
the SVBIED.20 However, small arms would have been
to remove obstacles, SVBIEDs to destroy Iraqi troop bar18
irrelevant in the case of a heavily up-armored vehiracks, and small-arms fire to overwhelm the defenders.
In some instances, IS has similarly integrated a maneuver
cle. Only the possession of antitank weapons at the
element with SVBIED attacks against the Peshmerga in
lowest level can prevent U.S. service members from
order to generate truly horrible damage.
becoming the victims of up-armored SVBIEDs. An
I passed through one mostly destroyed village where
obvious solution would be to provide U.S. ground
IS had used an eight- to nine-ton truck against the
forces with light antitank weapons organic to the
Peshmerga positions after the Peshmerga had concensquad and at all vehicle checkpoints.
trated to repel a conventional small-arms attack by IS.
Chemical Attacks
In this case, the explosives were highly effective. This
Seeming to revel in the barbarity of their tactics, IS
level of sophistication, however, seems to be the excepforces regularly employ chemical weapons against the
tion rather than the rule. Even in the same area of the
Peshmerga and occasionally against civilians. Mustard
Mosul Dam as the well-coordinated attack cited above,
and chlorine gases are delivered against targets via
there has only been one other time when SVBIED and
mortars or rockets. While some of these munitions
conventional attacks were similarly coordinated. The
might be military grade, captured from either Iraqi or
evidence suggests that IS lacks the midlevel military
commanders capable of consistently coordinating effects. Syrian stockpiles, many of them are improvised. In the
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Mosul Dam area, chemical attacks were initially very
disturbing to the Peshmerga, whether they were mustard or chlorine (differentiated by the fighters there
as “yellow” or “white” smoke). Mustard gas, in particular, is a powerful vesicant, and it has caused several
Peshmerga to lose their vision for days.
However disturbing those initial attacks were, the
chemical attacks of IS are not particularly effective
against the Peshmerga who have been trained and who
are properly equipped. Most of the Peshmerga are now
equipped with gas masks that they carry everywhere.
Even without masks, the Peshmerga quickly figured out
that moving to higher ground and breathing through a
wet cloth were effective countermeasures.
Furthermore, IS’s chemical attacks were not well
coordinated with maneuver elements, meaning that
they rarely had a significant tactical impact. According
to a senior official at the Ministry of Peshmerga
Affairs, the ministry knew of no cases where a chemical attack had killed a Peshmerga, although many
hundreds had been wounded and had to be removed
from the front lines.21 This is entirely consistent with
the literature on chemical weapon use in World War I:
non–nerve-agent gas attacks can cause many casualties
to the unprepared but rarely cause fatalities to prepared soldiers.22 The number of chemical attacks seems
to have tapered off in recent months. Yet, while the
Peshmerga attributed this to IS stockpiling chemical
weapons for the defense of Mosul, the decrease could
be ascribed to the disruption of IS’s chemical weapons
cell, including the capture of the cell’s leader, Sleiman
Daoud al-Afari, in Tel Afar, Iraq, in February 2016.23
IS’s chemical weapons have had operational impacts
out of proportion with their tactical effects. When IS
launched chemical weapons from the occupied town of
Bashir at civilian targets in the Iraqi–government-controlled village of Taza, residents marched and demanded
that the government attack the launch sites to prevent
further attacks.24 In response, the government-sponsored
Hashd al-Shaabi militia launched several disastrous
attacks, being beaten back by IS and incurring many
casualties and several prisoners.25
The employment of chemical weapons by IS builds on
AQI’s TTP; AQI used chlorine gas tanks in Iraq to attack
coalition forces and Iraqi civilians. From 2006 to 2007,
fifteen attacks caused many Iraqi civilian casualties, although many of the fatalities were likely due to the paired
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explosives rather than the gas itself.26 IS’s use of mortars
and rockets as a delivery system indicates an evolutionary
advance on AQI’s TTP although IS’s chemicals seem to be
similarly unable to produce fatalities on prepared soldiers.
U.S. planners of future operations should plan to
encounter chemical attacks, and they should know the
attacks will have a strategic impact on public opinion,
even if their tactical impact is minimal. Basic chemical,
biological, radiological, and nuclear training for our
service members would adequately prepare them for the
improvised, unsophisticated attacks that our opponents
might learn from IS. Local allies and civilian populations
we might be protecting will likely react strongly to even
these rudimentary chemical attacks. Local allied forces
should be given some modicum of training in preparation, and they should prepare an information operations
campaign to inform civilian populations about defensive
measures and to assuage fears. Otherwise, it is possible
that the use of chemical weapons will create a tension
within the local community that manifests itself in distrust of local allies and U.S. forces.

Suicide Vests and Counterintelligence,
Surveillance, and Reconnaissance
IS equips many of its fighters with suicide vests, an
innovation that might be troublesome to an unprepared
U.S. force. In the past, vests of explosives were made for
jihadists whose sole mission was a “martyrdom operation”; they were conceived of as separate from the
insurgents who would use small arms against U.S. forces
and allies. Now, these two categories have merged. While
employment seems to vary from area to area based on
the judgment of the local IS emir, in most areas, from 40
to 60 percent of fighters will wear suicide vests.27 This
practice is not limited only to the foreign fighters but also
is common among the local Sunni Arabs (comprising the
majority of IS fighters). IS fighters will also frequently
take off their vests, delay their discharge, and throw them
as improvised grenades. Americans who are unfamiliar
with this tactic of widespread suicide-vest use may suffer
casualties, particularly if they adhere to normal techniques of “dead-checking” enemy combatants.28
IS uses a variety of TTP to counter coalition intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance. Some techniques, such as coating technicals (improvised fighting
vehicles) with aluminum foil or mud to try to defeat heat
imaging from the air, are likely to be ineffective. Others,
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such as the widespread use of tunnel systems, might
be effective. Other authors have already pointed to the
similarity in TTP between IS and the Palestinian group
Hamas in this respect; U.S. military planners would do
well to consider countermeasures for these TTP in advance.29 Finally, IS will employ suicide soldiers who wait
in elaborate “hides” until a high-value target gets close;
the Kurds lost a brigadier general to this tactic during the
recent liberation of villages in the Khazir region.30

Conclusion
IS is a protean organization, taking different forms in
different areas in order to move toward its apocalyptic
vision. Using Robert Shultz’s classification of terrorists,
insurgents, and militias, it is clear that IS possesses the
characteristics of all three.31 Even just considering its
conventional battle tactics against the Peshmerga, IS
has exhibited a varied repertoire of TTP that have been
seen before in different conflict zones, and which we will
undoubtedly see again in the same and other theaters.
It would be foolish to not aggregate accounts of these
tactics and weigh future responses to them.
To accomplish this, the United States should
commission a combined lessons-learned team with
the Peshmerga. For a small cost, a combined U.S. and
Kurdish team could visit several sections of the front
line and interview key leaders to gain a holistic understanding of the enemy’s TTP and the responses that
have been the most effective against them. Such an effort would benefit both the United States and its allies.

For the doctrine-poor Peshmerga, these results
could have an immediate impact if they were distilled into an easily understood pamphlet and then
widely distributed. While there are some professional
Peshmerga units and a growing level of training thanks
to the coalition against IS, many Kurdish best practices
are still spread by word of mouth rather than by a formal system of doctrinal promulgation. A combined lessons-learned team could therefore have an immediate
impact on the fight against IS by helping the Peshmerga
to adapt to IS’s TTP and by giving Peshmerga forces a
leg up in their current tactical Zweikampf.
For the U.S. defense establishment, a lessons-learned team would expose us to TTP that we
possibly will encounter in the future, allowing us to
learn relatively painlessly. Whether we believe that
the current operating environment is uniquely complex, or that complexity has always been a hallmark
of warfare, we need to lean forward in the process of
military adaptation or else risk serious setbacks.32 The
Beirut barracks bombing was a painful lesson in the
need to harden our outposts abroad against SVBIEDs.
Now, those lessons have been partially eclipsed by IS’s
evolution of SVBIEDs to have armor against smallarms attacks. Rather than waiting for these TTP, or
any other of IS’s TTP, to cause U.S. losses, we should
advance our learning process. With up-armored
SVBIEDs, chemical weapons, and widespread suicide
vests, the TTP of IS will be on the battlefields of tomorrow, and we would ignore them at our peril.
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